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Abstract

This study investigated whether relatively automatic evaluations of food differ between situations and between obese people and lean controls. These evaluations were assessed in the affective priming paradigm (APP)—a response latency based measure for associations. In Experiment 1, we either focused participants (33 obese and 26 lean controls) on the palatability (restaurant condition) or on the healthiness (health condition) of food, prior to the APP. Independent of weight-status, relatively automatic evaluations of food were based on palatability in the restaurant condition, and on health in the health condition. So, the current focus of attention can shape the way foods are evaluated relatively automatically. In Experiment 2, craving was induced in participants (27 obese and 29 lean controls). Unexpectedly, the craving induction did not achieve its goal of focusing on the palatability of food in general, but just for low-fat foods, possibly because of the health-emphasizing environment—a hospital. Interestingly, obese people showed a stronger palatability priming effect with increasing levels of initial craving. For normal weight controls the effect was in the same direction, but missed significance. In our environment, palatability of food may be too salient, and health may not be salient enough, influencing automatic food-evaluations.

© 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

The intake of high-fat foods seems an important factor contributing to the global obesity epidemic (e.g., Lissner & Heitmann, 1995). This heightened intake of high-fat foods in obese people may be caused by an increased preference for this type of food (Rissanen et al., 2002). An approach to assess these food preferences is to employ so-called indirect measures. Recently, there has been an enormous increase in the application of indirect measures, such as the affective priming paradigm (APP) (Fazio, Sanbonmatsu, Powell, & Kardes, 1986) and the Implicit Association Test (IAT; Greenwald, McGhee, & Schwartz, 1998), in clinical psychology (e.g., de Jong, Pasman, Kindt, & van den Hout, 2001; Roefs & Jansen, 2002; Teachman, Gregg, & Woody, 2001).

In the two experiments reported in this article, one of these indirect measures was used: the APP. In this paradigm, two word-stimuli are presented in quick succession, a prime followed by a target. The participant does not need to respond to the prime, which is simply displayed and replaced by the target. The participant only needs to decide as quickly as possible whether the target word is positive or negative. The dependent variables are the response latency in response to the target and the percentage of errors. The focus of the paradigm is on the extent to which the presentation of the prime influences the response to the target. Typically (e.g., Bargh, Chaiken, Govender, & Pratto, 1992; Fazio et al., 1986; Hermans, De Houwer, & Eelen, 1994, 2001), affectively congruent prime-target pairs (e.g., “love”–“happy”) lead to shorter response latencies to the target word than do affectively incongruent prime-target pairs (e.g., “love”–“awful”). The critical idea is that the pattern of response latencies as a function of affect match between prime and target indicates how people evaluate the prime on a fairly automatic level. Applied to the palatability of food, if people respond faster on congruent trials (‘palatable—positive’ and ‘unpalatable—negative’) than on incongruent trials (‘palatable—negative’ and ‘unpalatable—positive’), it can be inferred that they like palatable foods more than unpalatable foods.

These indirect measures are designed to tap automatic associations or attitudes. One of the main reasons for indirect measures’ popularity is the assumption that these automatic processes are inflexible—stable across situations—and cannot be influenced by someone’s goals or intentions. This assumption has contributed to the idea that attitudes or evaluations assessed by these indirect measures may represent someone’s true attitude or evaluation (Blair, 2002). Fazio, Jackson, Dunton, and Williams (1995) even called the affective priming paradigm a “bona fide pipeline” for attitude or evaluation measurement. This certainly would be an interesting way of assessing food preferences.

However, Banaji (2001) pointed out that both indirect and direct measures (e.g., self-reports) can be valid indicators of attitudes or associations, “each of a different form of the same attitude object and within the same mind (p. 136).” Also Fazio and Olson (2003) now share this point of view, and according to their MODE model (Fazio & Towles-Schwen, 1999), which type of measure (indirect vs. direct) is predictive of behavior depends on someone’s motivation and opportunity to engage in more controlled processing. So, though there may not be such thing as a “real attitude”, the study of automatic evaluations is still interesting in that it can be very informative to assess what someone’s relatively spontaneous associations are, because they guide behavior when there is no opportunity or motivation for more controlled processing. This also holds true for research into food preferences of obese people. When these food preferences are
assessed in a paradigm in which not much time for controlled processing is left, participants give their “first” impression of that food. This early association is plausibly based on taste, because taste is considered the most important characteristic of food (Eertmans, Baeyens, & Van den Bergh, 2001), and thus likely to be the basis of categorization (Smith, Fazio, & Cejka, 1996). If it was shown that obese people are characterized by a stronger positive association with (high-fat) palatable food, it would follow that they would always have to suppress this initial response to avoid eating too much (high-fat) food.

It is important to note, following Fazio and Olson (2003), that an evaluation or attitude assessed by an indirect measure is not necessarily an unconscious one. Participants may not be aware of what the task is assessing, because the measurement is indirect, but they may very well be aware of their attitude or evaluation. Because the term ‘implicit’ seems to carry the notion of ‘unconscious’, we follow Fazio & Olson (2003; see e.g., MacLeod, 1989) in using the terms ‘indirect’ and ‘direct’, instead of ‘implicit’ and ‘explicit’. Responses are assumed to be relatively automatic in this kind of task, because stimuli are presented in quick succession and participants are urged to respond as quickly as possible, leaving insufficient time for controlled processing. In other words, people may not be able to control the impact of their attitude on performance on the indirect task, and may not have that intention (Blair, 2002). Thus, the term automatic is not equivalent to the term unconscious, but rather means that indirect measures leave insufficient time for participants to strategically control their response.

Prior research in our laboratory used both the IAT (Greenwald et al., 1998) and the APP (Fazio et al., 1986) to study relatively automatic associations with food (see also Lamote, Hermans, Baeyens, & Eelen, 2004) in various groups of participants, such as obese people (Roefs & Jansen, 2002; Roefs, Stapert, et al., 2005), restrained eaters (i.e., people who intend to control their food intake, but regularly fail and indulge in the foods they crave; Roefs, Herman, MacLeod, Smulders, & Jansen, 2005), and anorexia nervosa patients (Roefs, Stapert, et al., 2005). Based on prior research that suggest that obese people have a preference for high-fat foods (e.g., Drewnowski, Kurth, Holden Wiltse, & Saari, 1992; Rissanen et al., 2002) and consume more of these foods (Lissner & Heitmann, 1995), we hypothesized that they would have stronger positive associations with (high-fat) palatable foods.

However, both studies with obese participants in our laboratory suggested that obese people and normal weight people alike have more negative associations with high-fat (palatable) foods than with low-fat (palatable) foods. Explanations for these relatively negative associations may be found in (subtle) context effects. It is common knowledge that attitudes assessed by direct measures (e.g., questionnaires) can be influenced by context (Schwarz, 1999), but as Blair (2002) reviews, attitudes or evaluations assessed by indirect measures can also be influenced by the current context and the focus of attention. This apparent malleability of automatic attitudes or evaluations has important consequences. It certainly suggests that there might not be one uniform and stable automatic association with a certain attitude object that influences responding when there is no motivation or opportunity to engage in more controlled processing. So, these automatic associations seem neither to reflect a true attitude nor do they seem to be stable across situations. A rather large body of research now suggests that automatic associations are more flexible and situation-specific than was assumed before (Blair, 2002). So, it may be more accurate to view attitudes or evaluations not as static entities, but as influenced by the immediate situation and current focus of attention (Mitchell, Nosek, & Banaji, 2003).
To return to the role of context and focus of attention in our food studies, a first study in our laboratory comparing obese and normal weight controls (Roefs & Jansen, 2002) used the IAT (Greenwald et al., 1998). In this study, a relatively negative association with high-fat foods was found, which was most pronounced for the obese participants. In an IAT, participants are asked to categorize concept and attribute stimuli into predefined categories (in our study: ‘high-fat’ vs. ‘low-fat’ and ‘positive’ vs. ‘negative’). Importantly, IAT effects have been shown to be strongly influenced by these category labels (De Houwer, 2001, 2003). So, the IAT at least partly reflects an attitude toward the category (e.g., ‘high-fat foods’), instead of toward individual exemplars (e.g., ‘chocolate’). It is perhaps unsurprising that people dislike the fact that chocolate is high-fat, even though they love the taste of chocolate. Similarly, research by Mitchell et al. (2003) showed that the basis of categorization—focus of attention—influences the automatic attitude dramatically. For example, their results showed that participants had more positive associations with admired black athletes than with disliked white politicians when participants had to categorize stimuli by occupation, whereas participants had more negative associations with admired black athletes than with disliked white politicians when participants had to categorize stimuli by race. This suggests that people do not have one simple association with an attitude object, and that the association is dependent on the current focus of attention (occupation vs. race). In sum, in the study by Roefs and Jansen (2002) the fat content of the food—which was the basis of categorization—was a salient characteristic, which might have led to the negative associations with high-fat foods.

In a related study (Roefs, Stapert, et al., 2005), we used the affective priming paradigm (Fazio et al., 1986), in which participants were not required to sort stimuli into predefined categories (e.g., high-fat vs. low-fat). In other words, participants’ responses were not steered in a certain direction in this paradigm, but were activated upon presentation of the prime, and influenced responding to the target. Notably, also in this study we found evidence for more negative associations with high-fat palatable foods than with low-fat palatable foods for both obese and normal weight controls. This finding might be explained by a more subtle context effect, namely the environment in which this study took place: a local hospital. A hospital is an environment in which ‘health’ is obviously salient. As Lowery, Hardin, and Sinclair (2001) showed, even a rather subtle manipulation of context (cf. hospital environment) can considerably influence automatic evaluations or attitudes. In their studies on racial attitudes, they found less automatic prejudice when a black experimenter conducted the study than when a white experimenter conducted the study. As discussed by Lowery et al., this finding is remarkable, because of the common assumption that prejudice is automatically activated when a member of a prejudiced group is present (Bargh, 1999).

In conclusion, an evaluation of food may not be the same in every situation and might depend on the current focus of attention. The palatability of a food is the most important characteristic of a food for most people (Eertmans, et al., 2001). However the healthiness of a food certainly matters as well, maybe especially in our society, in which a slim figure is considered very important (Puhl & Brownell, 2003; Teachman & Brownell, 2001). So, foods are actually multiply categorizable items (Smith et al., 1996). A food can be categorized as palatable vs. unpalatable, or can be categorized as healthy vs. unhealthy (i.e. fattening). In both of our prior studies with obese people, healthiness of foods was—unintentionally—made salient, either by the basis of categorization (high-fat vs. low-fat) or by the environment (hospital). In the current studies we will—intentionally—manipulate the salience of taste and health aspects of food, and study how this affects priming effects. Moreover, in both experiments the influence of weight status (obese vs. lean control) on the priming effect will be studied.
Experiment 1

In Experiment 1 we attempted to manipulate participants’ focus of attention, by either highlighting the palatability of food or highlighting the health aspects of food. In the first condition (restaurant condition) participants were asked to imagine they were a restaurant owner about to prepare a special gourmet dinner. In the second condition (health), participants were given information about healthy eating patterns, and a short assignment. The manipulation was a between-subjects factor, and participants were randomly assigned to one of these conditions. These manipulations took place just before participants started the affective priming task, the indirect measure for assessing evaluations of food. We hypothesized that in the first condition (restaurant condition), a relatively automatic evaluation of food would be based on taste aspects, whereas we expected it to be based on health aspects in the second condition (health). More specifically, in the restaurant condition we expected participants to display a liking of palatable foods over unpalatable foods. Moreover, we expected a liking of high-fat foods over low-fat foods because high-fat foods are typically craved more frequently than low-fat foods (Hill & Heaton-Brown, 1994; Weingarten & Elston, 1991), and the items in the restaurant task were high-fat palatable foods. In the health condition, we expected participants to display a preference for low-fat foods over high-fat foods. A priori we did not have an expectation about the effect of palatability, because we did not know which type of food (palatable vs. unpalatable) would be considered as healthier. Note that the healthiness of the different types of food was checked in a direct health rating task (see Method).

Moreover, we were interested in the effects of weight-status (obese vs. lean control) on the food priming effect. Based on prior research that suggests that obese people are more sensitive to the palatability of food (for a review see: Pliner, Herman, & Polivy, 1990) and that they have a specific preference for high-fat foods (e.g., Drewnowski et al., 1992; Gerding & Weinstein, 1992; Rissanen et al., 2002), we hypothesized that the obese participants would show a specific preference for high-fat palatable foods.

Method

Participants

Participants were 33 obese women (BMI$^1 >30$) and 26 female lean unrestrained eaters. Restraint-status was determined by the Restraint Scale (Herman & Polivy, 1980). A participant qualified as an unrestrained eater when she scored 14 or below on this scale. Participants were recruited by advertisements in a Dutch women’s magazine and in local newspapers. See Table 1 for participant characteristics.

Several additional participants—not included in the groups described above—were tested, but were excluded from analyses based on beforehand defined exclusion criteria. Three participants (1 obese and 2 lean controls) were excluded because of a high percentage ($> M + 3 \, SD$) of errors or responses that were either too fast or too slow, on the affective priming task. Eleven participants were excluded because they did not meet the criteria for one of the two groups (BMI and Restraint Scale total score).

---

$^1$BMI = Body Mass Index = weight/height$^2$. 

---
Stimulus selection and timing of trials in the priming task

Primes. Six high-fat palatable foods (e.g., chocolate), six low-fat palatable foods (e.g., strawberries), six high-fat unpalatable foods (e.g., bacon), and six low-fat unpalatable foods (e.g., radish) served as primes (see Appendix). The four groups of primes did not differ significantly in word length, $F(3, 20) < 1$. Palatability was determined on the basis of a pilot study, in which it was tested which foods are generally liked and disliked by female university students ($n = 64$).

In this pilot study, participants were given two separate sheets of paper. On one sheet, a list of 28 high-fat foods was printed; on the other sheet, a list of 33 low-fat foods was printed. These foods were mainly selected by using a food composition table (Nevo Tabel, Nederlands voedingsstoffenbestand (NEVO), 1993). High-fat and low-fat foods were on separate lists because participants might otherwise have been “tempted” to give low-fat foods a better rank, which may be seen as socially desirable. They were asked to choose from each list the eight foods that they liked most, and the 8 foods that they disliked most. Then they were asked to rank the eight foods that they (dis)liked the most from each list from 1 ((dis)like the most) to 8 ((dis)like the least). Stimulus selection for the current experiment was based on the mean ranking of a food, weighted by the number of participants who put that food in their selection of (dis)liked foods. In this way, we selected 6 high-fat liked, 6 high-fat disliked, 6 low-fat liked, and 6 low-fat disliked foods (see Appendix).

Targets. Twenty-four general positive (e.g., “gift”) and 24 general negative (e.g., “pain”) words served as targets (see Appendix), and were selected according to word norms by Hermans and De Houwer (1994), who had participants rate a large number of words on 7-point scales (1–7) for pleasantness (“very negative–very positive”) and familiarity (“familiar–unfamiliar”). The two groups of stimuli obviously differed significantly in pleasantness (negative: $M = 2.0$, $SD = 0.31$ vs. positive: $M = 6.0$, $SD = 0.29$), $t(46) = 46.25$, $p < 0.001$. There were no significant differences between the two groups of stimuli in affective extremity (negative: $M = 2.0$, $SD = 0.31$ vs. positive: $M = 2.0$, $SD = 0.29$), $t(46) < 1$, or word length (negative: $M = 6.2$, $SD = 2.02$ vs. positive: $M = 6.79$, $SD = 2.13$), $t(46) < 1$. However, a small significant difference in familiarity ratings was found (negative: $M = 4.8$, $SD = 0.45$ vs. positive: $M = 5.1$, $SD = 0.48$), $t(46) = 2.38$, $p < 0.05$. Primes and targets were presented in black lower-case letters (6 mm high) against a light background on a computer monitor (see Appendix).
Randomization of stimuli. Each participant was given 144 trials, split up into 3 blocks of 48 each. Each food-stimulus (prime) was paired once with a positive and once with a negative target in each block. All primes had been presented once (with either a positive or a negative target) before any prime was presented for the second time in each block. For each participant, and for each of the three blocks, it was determined randomly which half of each of the types of primes (high-fat palatable, high-fat unpalatable, low-fat palatable, low-fat unpalatable) would be paired first with a positive/negative target. Primes and targets were both randomly selected (unique for each participant) from their respective sets without replacement.

Trial timing. The timing of trials was modeled after the procedure of Hermans et al. (2001). All stimuli were presented in the center of the monitor. Each trial started with a fixation cross (700 ms). Then the prime was presented for 150 ms. After a 150 ms stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA)—the time that elapses between the onset of the prime and the onset of the target—the target was presented on the monitor. The target remained on the monitor until a response was given or for 2500 ms if no response was given. If an error was made or a response was either too slow or too fast, or if no response at all was given, a warning appeared on the screen for 300 ms. The inter-trial interval was 2500 ms.

Materials
Manipulations. The ‘restaurant task’ was intended to focus participants on the (un)palatability of foods. In this task participants were asked to imagine that they were a chef in a fancy restaurant, and that they had to prepare a special dinner for a wedding. They were presented with 14 sets of 2 menu-items and they were asked to indicate each time which menu-item they liked best. All menu-items were high-fat palatable foods.

The ‘health task’ was intended to focus participants on the health aspects of food. Participants were given an information sheet about healthy eating habits. This information emphasized that high-fat foods are fattening and unhealthy when consumed too much. Then they were presented with 14 sets of 2 menu-items. Each set consisted of a clearly healthy and a clearly unhealthy (high-fat) menu-item. Participants were asked to indicate which menu-item they thought was the healthiest.

Direct rating task of foods. Whereas palatability was based on a pilot study, health ratings for the four types of food were asked in a brief questionnaire. The 24 foods that were used as primes were presented in a random order (identical for all participants) on a paper-and-pencil rating task. Participants were asked to rate the foods on health (7-point scale: 1: very unhealthy—7: very healthy).

Restraint Scale. The Restraint Scale measures “the extent to which participants show evidence of dieting and concern about their weight” (Herman & Polivy, 1980, p. 212). The minimum score on this scale is 0 and the maximum score is 35.

Procedure
Participants were tested in session-groups of up to 13 people, in research cubicles. All testing took place between 1.30 and 2.30 pm. The experimenter was present during the entire procedure. First, they were given instructions on how to perform the priming task. They were instructed to read each word that appeared first on the monitor silently, and then to decide whether each second word was positive or negative, pressing the corresponding key on the key box (key
assignment was counterbalanced across participants). They were told to respond as quickly as possible but to avoid making too many mistakes. Participants were then presented with 16 practice trials using stimulus materials different from those on the experimental trials. Similar to Zack, Toneatto, and MacLeod (1989), they were given a free recall test for the primes immediately after the practice trials, writing down as many words as they could remember that appeared as a first word (prime) on the computer task that they had just performed. This task was included to ensure that participants paid attention to both primes and targets by raising the possibility that participants might be asked to perform such a free recall task later in the procedure. After this memory test, 16 of the obese participants and 14 of the lean control participants received the ‘restaurant task’. Seventeen of the obese and 12 of the lean control participants received the ‘health task’ (tasks were randomly assigned to participants within each session group).

Participants were given a brief repetition of the instruction for the priming task, and were then ready to begin the actual priming task, which was made up of three blocks, with short breaks in between. After the final block of the priming task, the participants were again given a free recall test for the primes. Administration of the Restraint Scale (Herman & Polivy, 1980), and the measurement of weight and height took place after participation in another unrelated experiment on the same day.

**Apparatus**

The experiment was carried out on Dell Optiplex GX260 computers with Pentium IV processors, connected to Dell M992 monitors. Key responses were registered by external response devices with better than 1 ms accuracy. The software controlling the experiment was programmed in ERTS (Experimental Run Time System, Beringer, 1996).

**Design and analysis procedure affective priming paradigm**

Data were analyzed using a 2 (target affect: positive vs. negative) × 2 (fat-content prime: high-fat vs. low-fat) × 2 (palatability of prime: palatable vs. unpalatable) × 2 (group: obese vs. control) × 2 (manipulation: restaurant vs. health) analysis of variance (ANOVA). The factors target affect, fat-content prime, and palatability of prime were within-subjects factors, whereas group and manipulation were between-subjects factors. An interaction between prime and target indicates that there is a priming effect (i.e., that the presentation of the prime influences the speed and accuracy of responding to the target). Note that there can be an interaction between prime palatability and target affect, suggesting an automatic evaluation of taste, and an interaction between prime fat content and target affect, suggesting an automatic evaluation of fat-content. Partial eta squared ($\eta^2$) is reported as a measure of effect size for all analyses.

**Results and discussion**

**Direct rating task food**

First, the health ratings for the four types of food primes were analyzed to check how these four types of stimuli would be rated on health. Health ratings (1: very unhealthy to 7: very healthy) were analyzed in a 2 (palatability: palatable vs. unpalatable) × 2 (fat content: high-fat vs. low-fat) × 2 (group: obese vs. control) × 2 (manipulation: restaurant vs. health) ANOVA. The palatability factor is based on the pilot study.
Unsurprisingly, low-fat foods ($M = 5.8, SD = 0.4$) were judged as healthier than high-fat foods ($M = 3.1, SD = 0.7$), as was apparent from a main effect of fat content, $F(1, 55) = 908.98$, $p < 0.001$, $\eta^2 = 0.94$. Moreover, unpalatable foods ($M = 5.3, SD = 0.5$) were judged as healthier than palatable foods ($M = 3.6, SD = 0.5$), as was apparent from a main effect of palatability, $F(1, 55) = 774.78$, $p < 0.001$, $\eta^2 = 0.93$. Thus, when asked directly, participants considered low-fat foods as healthier than high-fat foods and unpalatable foods as healthier than palatable foods.\(^2\)

**Analyses priming task**\(^3\)

The reported analyses are for the dependent variables response latency (speed) and percentage of errors (accuracy). Response latencies associated with responses that were either too fast ($< 200$ ms) or too slow ($> 2000$ ms) were discarded, a total of only 0.35% of all trials. Response latencies associated with error responses (5.1%) were also discarded. The assumption of equality of variances was checked per within-subjects contrast across the between-subjects groups with the Levene’s Test of equality of error variances, and was not rejected. See Table 2 for all relevant statistics.

**Fat content priming effect—response latencies.** As can be seen in Fig. 1A, the manipulation had the expected effect. The pattern of latencies in the ‘restaurant condition’ suggests that health concerns did not play a role in participants’ early associations on the affective priming task, in that the means suggest a preference for high-fat foods over low-fat foods. The pattern of latencies in the ‘health condition’ suggests that health aspects influenced responding in the priming task, in that the means suggest a preference for low-fat foods over high-fat foods. Consistent with our hypothesis, participants in the ‘restaurant condition’ displayed an opposite fat content priming effect as compared to participants in the ‘health condition’, as was apparent from the marginally significant target affect × prime fat content × manipulation interaction. Though the pattern of means is—as expected—in an opposite direction for each manipulation (see Fig. 1A), the target affect × prime fat content interaction was not significant in separate analyses for the ‘restaurant condition’ and the ‘health condition’. The factor group did not influence the results.

**Fat content priming effect—error percentages.** In the analysis on error percentages, no evidence was found for any priming effects. See Fig. 1B for relevant means and standard errors.

**Palatability priming effect—response latencies.** In the analysis on response latencies, no evidence was found for any priming effects. See Fig. 2A for relevant means and standard errors.

---

\(^2\)The effect of fat content was qualified by some interactions, which were deemed irrelevant for the current purposes of checking how the four types of primes would be rated on healthiness. For the lean control group, the effect of fat content was slightly stronger in the ‘health’ condition than in the ‘restaurant’ condition, as evidenced by a fat content × group × manipulation interaction, $F(1, 55) = 4.60$, $p < 0.05$, $\eta^2 = 0.08$, which qualified a fat content × manipulation interaction, $F(1, 55) = 3.60$, $p = 0.06$, $\eta^2 = 0.06$, and a fat content × group interaction, $F(1, 55) = 4.74$, $p < 0.05$, $\eta^2 = 0.08$. The effect of fat content tended to be slightly larger for palatable foods than for unpalatable foods, $F(1, 55) = 3.35$, $p = 0.07$, $\eta^2 = 0.06$. Moreover, the effect of the factor palatability was a little stronger for the obese group than for the lean control group, $F(1, 55) = 5.69$, $p < 0.05$, $\eta^2 = 0.09$.

\(^3\)Analyses were also performed on the log-transformed latencies, by computing the natural logarithm of each mean RT per condition. This did not lead to different results or conclusions. Moreover, analyses were performed on the square-root transformed error percentages. Results of the overall error analyses were not affected. For the separate error analyses per manipulation (‘restaurant’ vs. ‘health’), the $p$-value of the palatability priming effect in the restaurant condition went from $p = 0.02$ to $p = 0.07$, whereas the $p$-value of the palatability priming effect in the health condition went from $p = 0.08$ to $p = 0.13$. 
Palatability priming effect—error percentages. The target affect × prime palatability × manipulation interaction was significant, which suggests that participants in the ‘restaurant condition’ displayed an opposite palatability priming effect as compared to the participants in the ‘health condition’. Results for participants in the ‘restaurant condition’ suggest a liking of palatable foods over unpalatable foods, in that participants made fewer errors on congruent (palatable food prime—positive target or unpalatable food prime—negative target) trials than on incongruent (unpalatable food prime—positive target or palatable food prime—negative target) trials. Results for participants in the ‘health condition’ are indicative of a reversed priming effect, in that participants made fewer errors on incongruent trials than on congruent trials. This reversed palatability priming effect in the ‘health’ condition suggests that unpalatable foods are seen as more positive (healthier) than palatable foods. This finding is in accordance with the results of the health rating task as described before, in which indeed unpalatable foods were rated as healthier than palatable foods. In a separate analysis for the ‘restaurant condition’, the target affect × prime palatability interaction was significant, whereas this target affect × prime
palatability interaction was marginally significant, in a separate analysis for the 'health condition'. See Fig. 2B for relevant means and standard errors. The factor group did not influence the palatability priming effect.

Fig. 1. Experiment 1: The fat content priming effect as a function of participant group (obese vs. lean control) and manipulation (restaurant vs. health). The means are collapsed over the factor prime palatability. The fat content priming effect (RT and percentage of errors) for each participant is computed as: 

\[ \frac{\text{mean (high-fat +)} - \text{mean (low-fat +)}}{2} - \frac{\text{mean (high-fat +)} + \text{mean (low-fat +)}}{2} \]

In this formula, 'high-fat' or 'low-fat' indicates the fat content of the prime, whereas the plus or minus sign right behind it, indicates whether the target was positive or negative. A positive score indicates a preference for high-fat foods over low-fat foods, and a negative score indicates a preference for low-fat foods over high-fat foods. Error bars represent one standard error. Panel A represents the results for the dependent variable response latencies, whereas Panel B represents the results for the dependent variable error percentages.

Fig. 2. Experiment 1: The palatability priming effect as a function of participant group (obese vs. lean control) and manipulation (restaurant vs. health). The means are collapsed over the factor prime fat content. The palatability priming effect (RT and percentage of errors) for each participant is computed as: 

\[ \frac{\text{mean (palatable +)} - \text{mean (unpalatable +)}}{2} - \frac{\text{mean (palatable +)} + \text{mean (unpalatable +)}}{2} \]

In this formula, 'palatable' or 'unpalatable' indicates the palatability of the prime, whereas the plus or minus sign right behind it, indicates whether the target was positive or negative. A positive score indicates a preference for palatable foods over unpalatable foods, and a negative score indicates a preference for unpalatable foods over palatable foods. Error bars represent one standard error. Panel A represents the results for the dependent variable response latencies, whereas Panel B represents the results for the dependent variable error percentages.
In sum
Results of the affective priming task suggest that the manipulation (restaurant task vs. health task) significantly influenced the direction of the priming effect, whereas no differences were found for the two groups (obese vs. lean control). So, a temporary change of attention focus prior to completing the affective priming task was effective in influencing the priming results. In the ‘restaurant condition’, taste appeared to be the basis for categorization of food, in that affective priming results suggest a liking of palatable foods over unpalatable foods. Results also suggest a more positive evaluation of high-fat foods than of low-fat foods as compared to the ‘health condition’. In the ‘health’ condition, health appeared to be the basis for categorization of food. In this condition, results suggest a preference for unpalatable foods over palatable foods. This negative evaluation of palatable foods is in perfect accordance with the results of the health rating task in which palatable foods were indeed rated as unhealthier. Moreover, priming results also suggest a relative preference for low-fat foods over high-fat foods as compared to the ‘restaurant condition’. Concluding, the results of Experiment 1 suggest that a temporary change in attention focus effectively influenced the priming effect, whereas weight status did not influence the direction or magnitude of the priming effect.

Experiment 2
In Experiment 1 we manipulated attention focus directly on a cognitive level. In Experiment 2 we are interested in the effects of a different manipulation—the induction of craving for food—on the priming effect. As described in the general introduction, a prior affective priming study with obese people in our laboratory found a more negative association with high-fat palatable foods than with low-fat palatable foods (Roefs, Stapert, et al., 2005). This finding might be explained by the health emphasizing context in which that study took place, a hospital. The current Experiment 2 took place in that same hospital, but prior to the affective priming task, participants were exposed to high-fat palatable foods (e.g., chocolate) to induce a state of craving for food. We expected this manipulation to have the effect of making the taste of food—instead of the healthiness of food—a salient characteristic, and thus the basis of categorization. Therefore we expected a positive palatability priming effect, in other words a liking for palatable foods over unpalatable foods on a relatively automatic level. Though in Experiment 1 we did not find evidence for the hypothesis that obese participants would show a more positive palatability priming effect than lean controls, we again tested the effect of weight-status on the palatability priming effect in Experiment 2. Moreover, like in Experiment 1, the primes were also differentiated in fat content, to test whether effects would be specific for either high-fat or low-fat foods.

Method
Participants
Participants were 27 obese women (BMI > 30) and 29 female lean unrestrained eaters. Restraint-status was again determined by the Restraint Scale, and a participant qualified as an unrestrained eater when she scored 14 or below. Obese participants were women who applied for
gastric surgery at a local hospital. Some were on a waiting list for this operation, while others had been refused for this operation for various reasons. The lean controls were recruited by advertisements in local newspapers, by putting up advertisements in the hospital, and by asking participants whether they knew people who were willing to participate as well. The two groups of participants were matched on age and on time of testing. All participants were paid €10 for their participation. See Table 3 for participant characteristics.

Several additional participants—not included in the groups described above—were tested, but were excluded from analyses based on beforehand defined exclusion criteria. Two obese participants were excluded because of medical problems with the thyroid gland, and two participants (1 obese and 1 lean control) were excluded because of a high percentage ($> M + 3 SD$) of errors or responses that were either too fast or too slow, on the affective priming task.

**Table 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Obese ($n = 27$)</th>
<th>Control ($n = 29$)</th>
<th>$t$</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>36.4 (9.9)</td>
<td>35.8 (10.0)</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>38.7 (5.8)</td>
<td>22.1 (1.5)</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>29.3$^b$</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R$: 31.0–56.7)</td>
<td>(R$: 18.8–24.5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restraint scale</td>
<td>19.1 (4.0)</td>
<td>8.8 (3.2)</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time of testing</td>
<td>12.9 (2.3)</td>
<td>12.8 (2.2)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craving pretest</td>
<td>24.8 (24.6)</td>
<td>44.1 (28.1)</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial craving$^c$</td>
<td>61.9 (21.2)</td>
<td>77.8 (14.5)</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>45.5$^b$</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craving task onset$^d$</td>
<td>82.3 (7.2)</td>
<td>81.7 (8.8)</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craving average$^e$</td>
<td>83.0 (6.0)</td>
<td>83.5 (6.8)</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participant characteristics, with $SD$ in parentheses.

$^a$R = Range.

$^b$Equality of variances could not be assumed.

$^c$The craving score after the first 5 min of craving induction.

$^d$The craving score prior to starting the task, after possible 2-min extensions of the craving manipulation to achieve the minimum value of 70.

$^e$The average of the three craving scores prior to the starting of each block, after possible 2-min extensions of the craving manipulation.

The affective priming task

The specifications for the affective priming task were largely the same as in Experiment 1, with two exceptions. First, the apparatus running the experimental software was a Dell Inspiron 5000e notebook computer with a Pentium III processor, connected to a Philips Brilliance 105 monitor. Second, each trial started with a warning tone (200 ms), followed by a fixation cross (500 ms).

Materials

**Food craving induction.** The goal of this craving induction was to induce and maintain a state of craving for food during the affective priming task. Prior to the affective priming task, the extent of craving was first assessed on a 100 mm visual analog scale (VAS). This measurement will be
referred to as the craving pretest (see Table 2). Then, the experimenter explained that it was very important for the current study to induce a state of craving for food. Three bowls with different kinds of foods (chocolate, croissant, and potato chips) were placed in front of the participant. If the participant did not like one of these foods, the item was replaced by a different food. The participant was then asked to intensely smell the food, and to eat a little bit of the food she liked best. The experimenter demonstrated and modeled how to smell the foods, and joined the participant in the craving induction procedure (cf., Jansen, 1998). After a 5 min craving induction, the extent of craving was again assessed on a VAS (this score will be referred to as the initial craving score). If this craving score was at least 70, the participant was ready to start the affective priming task. The food was left near the computer monitor, and the experimenter remained in the room during the computer task. If craving was not at the minimum level of 70, the craving induction was repeated for a 2-min period, after which craving was assessed again (maximum of three repetitions). Prior to blocks 2 and 3 of the priming task, the craving induction was repeated for 2 min, and was assessed again on a VAS scale. If craving was not maintained at a level higher than 70, the craving induction was repeated for a period of 2 min, with a maximum of three repetitions.

**Procedure**

Participants had all been asked not to consume any food during the two hours just prior to their participation. Compliance was checked by self-report before the start of the experiment. All participants complied with these instructions. Participants were tested individually in a quiet room in a local hospital, in the presence of the experimenter. The procedure was largely identical to the procedure in Experiment 1. The exception of course being that—instead of the ‘attention focus manipulations’—the craving induction procedure was included between the practice trials and the start of the actual priming task, and just prior to blocks 2 and 3. The participant was briefly questioned about her medical history, the Restraint Scale (Herman & Polivy, 1980) was completed, and height and weight were measured at the end of the experiment.

**Design and analysis procedure**

Data were analyzed using a 2 (target affect: positive vs. negative) × 2 (fat-content prime: high-fat vs. low-fat) × 2 (palatability of prime: palatable vs. unpalatable) × 2 (group: obese vs. control) analysis of variance. Target affect, fat-content prime, and palatability of prime were within subjects-factors, whereas the factor group was obviously a between-subjects factor. Partial eta squared ($\eta^2$) is reported as a measure of effect size for all analyses.

**Results and discussion**

**Results affective priming paradigm**

The reported analyses are for the dependent variable response latency only, because analyses on error percentages did not yield significant relevant results (all $p$ values > .117). Response latencies

---

$^4$Analyses were also performed on the log-transformed latencies, by computing the natural logarithm of each mean RT per condition. This did not lead to different results or conclusions for either the ANOVA or the correlational analyses.
associated with responses that were either too fast (<200 ms) or too slow (>2000 ms) were discarded, a total of only .56% of all trials. Response latencies associated with error responses (3.5%) were also discarded. The assumption of equality of variances was checked per within-subjects contrast across the between-subjects groups with the Levene’s Test of equality of error variances, and was not rejected. See Table 4 for all statistics.

Contrary to hypothesis, the manipulation did not have the effect of a simple palatability priming effect (i.e., a liking of palatable foods over unpalatable foods), as was evident from the nonsignificant target × prime palatability interaction, nor was this effect different between the two groups as was evident from the nonsignificant target × prime palatability × group interaction. Unexpectedly, the palatability priming effect was more positive for low-fat foods than for high-fat foods, as was evident from the three-way target × prime palatability × prime fat content interaction (see Fig. 3), suggesting that health aspects played a role. In a separate analyses for the low-fat foods, the target × prime palatability interaction was marginally significant, whereas this interaction was absent for the high-fat foods.

**Correlational analysis palatability priming effect**

The goal of our craving induction procedure was to induce a similar degree of craving in all participants (VAS rating between 70 and 100). The degree of craving was assessed at several times: before the craving induction (craving pretest), after the first 5 min of the craving induction (initial craving), prior to starting the affective priming task—after possible 2 min extensions to achieve a minimum degree of craving of 70 (craving task onset), and before each next block of the priming task (with possible 2-min extensions). Moreover, the average degree of craving experienced during
For all means, see Table 3. VAS ratings suggest that the two groups of participants (obese vs. lean controls) indeed experienced similar degrees of craving at task onset, and on average during the task (see Table 2). Moreover, within each group, neither the craving score at task onset (obese: \( r = 0.07, p = 0.74 \); lean controls: \( r = 0.12, p = 0.52 \)), nor the average craving score (obese: \( r = 0.19, p = 0.34 \); lean controls: \( r = 0.09, p = 0.64 \)) correlated significantly with the palatability priming effect (calculated as the difference score between incongruent (palatable—negative/unpalatable—positive) and congruent (palatable—positive/unpalatable—negative) trials). However, a possible correlation might have been obscured because of the restricted range (70–100). Moreover, these scores might have been influenced by socially desirable answering tendencies. The craving score at task onset and the average craving score reflect craving after (if needed) 2-min extensions of the craving induction, to achieve the required level of craving (70). The experimental demand can reasonably be expected to have played a larger role at later assessments of craving (after 2-min extensions) because participants knew that they were supposed to be in a state of craving, and might have indicated after repetitions that their craving was high just to be able to continue the task.

For these two reasons, we also looked at correlations between initial craving (i.e., the craving score after the first 5 min of the craving induction which could vary between 0 and 100) and the palatability priming effect. As can be seen in Table 3, lean controls scored higher on initial craving than obese participants. Moreover, this difference between groups was also apparent on the pretest. Interestingly, in the obese group, the palatability priming effect correlated significantly with initial craving, \( r = 0.49, p < 0.01 \), whereas it did not correlate with pretest craving, \( r = 0.06, p = 0.78 \). For the lean control group, the palatability priming effect was positively, but nonsignificantly, correlated with initial craving, \( r = 0.29, p = 0.13 \), and not correlated with pretest craving, \( r = 0.03, p = 0.88 \). Note that part of the variability in initial craving scores within each
The group might reflect sensitivity for craving, in that some participants may easier be brought in a state of craving. Another part of the variability in craving scores might reflect the degree to which participants fully immersed themselves in the craving induction.

Note that the group differences on the pretest and the initial craving scores may not reflect a true difference in craving, but may simply mean that the obese participants felt more inhibited to admit their craving on the VAS scale in comparison to the lean controls. To prevent a possible Type I error (falsely concluding a larger priming effect for the obese group than the lean controls, which was the effect of entering initial craving as a covariate), we decided not to include any of these variables as a covariate, but instead to report correlations separately for each group.

Interestingly, correlational analyses suggest that the palatability priming effect was related to initial craving for the obese group, in that the palatability priming effect was more positive with higher initial craving scores. This effect was in the same direction for the lean controls, but was not significant.

As was evident from the ANOVA, the craving manipulation did not simply lead to a palatability priming effect—a liking for palatable foods over unpalatable foods on a relatively automatic level—for all participants. Unexpectedly, the palatability priming effect was more positive for low-fat foods than for high-fat foods. This suggests that health aspects still might have played a role, possibly due to the hospital environment. The craving induction did not achieve its goal of focusing all participants on the palatability aspects of food in general, but just for the low-fat foods.

General discussion

The malleability of attitudes toward food

Relatively automatic evaluations of food certainly seem malleable by shifts in focus of attention. Weight-status on the other hand did not have an effect in either Experiment 1 or 2. This fits with our previous findings (Roefs, Stapert, et al., 2005) in which no difference in the food priming effect was found between obese people and normal weight controls either. Though not finding differences between obese people and normal weight controls are null-findings, it does seem that other factors—like focus of attention—are more important for the food priming effect.

In Experiment 1, the focus of attention was manipulated by a short task that either focused on the palatability of food or on the health aspects of food. This manipulation had the expected effect on the priming effect. When attention was focused on the palatability of foods, relatively automatic associations with food were indeed based on palatability, in that participants displayed a preference for palatable foods over unpalatable foods, and compared to the health condition a greater preference for high-fat foods than for low-fat foods. When attention was focused on health, relatively automatic associations with food were indeed based on health, in that participants displayed a preference for unpalatable (healthier) foods over palatable foods, and compared to the restaurant condition a greater preference for low-fat foods than for high-fat foods. The findings of Experiment 1 are comparable to findings of a recent study about attitudes...
toward smoking, in which attention was either focused on the sensory aspects of smoking or on the negative aspects of smoking such as health concerns and costs (Sherman, Rose, Koch, Presson, & Chassin, 2003). In that study, participants displayed a positive priming effect for the picture stimuli that were related to the sensory aspects of smoking, whereas they displayed a negative priming effect for the picture stimuli that were related to the negative aspects of smoking.

In Experiment 2, for obese people the palatability priming effect became more positive with higher levels of experienced initial craving. For lean controls, the effect was in the same direction but missed significance. Unexpectedly, the craving induction did not achieve its goal of producing an overall palatability priming effect. Instead, the palatability priming effect was more positive for low-fat than for high-fat foods, suggesting that health concerns still might have played a role. This might be explained by the health-emphasizing environment, a hospital. So, the manipulation used in Experiment 2 was not strong enough to fully influence the priming effect, whereas the manipulation used in Experiment 1 influenced the priming effect more effectively. This might be because the affective priming task is cognitive in nature, and the manipulation used in Experiment 1 was too, whereas the manipulation used in Experiment 2 was not. The manipulation in Experiment 2 may have induced craving, but may not have succeeded in ruling out all health-based associations.

In a prior study in our laboratory, we compared high and low restrained eaters on food (dis)likes in the same APP and in a related paradigm (Roefs, Herman, et al., 2005). Both of these studies were conducted in a relatively neutral environment (university), and all participants, independent of restraint status, preferred palatable foods over unpalatable foods. So, restrained and unrestrained eaters seemed to like foods to the same extent. Though restrained and unrestrained eaters did not differ in their relatively automatic evaluations of food, we hypothesized that they might differ in their craving for these foods (‘wanting’; see e.g., Gendall & Joyce, 2001; Klajner, Herman, Polivy, & Chhabra, 1981; Legoff & Spigelman, 1987). In other words, they may like foods to the same extent, but may independently differ in their ‘wanting’ of those foods (Berridge, 1996). So, the APP is then assumed to measure a relative liking, not a relative wanting of food.

Results of the current Experiment 2 suggest that the mechanism might be a little more complicated. Though the manipulation did not work for all participants, and did not lead to a general palatability priming effect, the manipulation did have some effect for obese people. When obese people experience higher levels of initial craving (‘wanting’), they seem to prefer palatable foods over unpalatable foods to an increasingly greater extent, suggesting that palatability is a highly relevant characteristic of food then. In other words, increasing levels of craving may make the palatability related aspects of food increasingly salient, and thus the basis of categorization. It might be hypothesized that the same is true for normal-weight restrained eaters. These restrained eaters may not be in a permanently heightened state of craving. However, when experiencing a higher level of craving, they may have an increasingly strong preference for palatable foods over unpalatable foods. Relatedly, Lozano, Crites, and Aikman (1999) found that people rated foods more positively when in a state of hunger. Lozano et al. suggest that a state of hunger may increase the salience of the palatability aspects of food, and reduce the salience of health-related beliefs.

In the previous two paragraphs we compared research with restrained eaters to research with obese people. Note that in the current two experiments, BMI and restraint-status are confounded:
the obese group scores on average higher on restraint than the normal-weight control group. It could be that unrestrained obese people would have responded differently in the current experiments. However, BMI and the engagement in weight-control behaviors are reported to be correlated (Neumark-Sztainer et al., 2000), which makes it difficult to find unrestrained obese people. Note also that the obese participants of the current Experiment 2 applied for gastric surgery, which might have made low restraint especially unlikely (for a similar line of reasoning see: Chua, Touyz, & Hill, 2004). One should realize that this might constitute a specific group of obese people: they are very obese, and are about to undergo a heavy surgical procedure.

The relation of food attitudes with eating behavior

So, when people are in a certain situation in which the palatability of food is a very salient characteristic, they might forget about the health aspects of food, and not categorize foods in terms of health. This could encourage selecting and eating foods solely based on taste. Interestingly, Mann and Ward (2004) found that restrained eaters ate more when the food itself was made salient than when diet was made salient, when under high cognitive load. This high cognitive load caused participants to narrow their attention to only those salient cues (‘diet’ vs. ‘appetizing’).

In real life, situations and focus of attention can change relatively quickly; positive associations with palatable foods may quickly be overridden by more health-based negative associations. Imagine for example that you are walking through a street lined with nice restaurants, filled with the smell of good food. This would possibly make you think of the palatability of food. However, when you walk a little further, you may encounter a fitness gym, or a big advertisement for beach wear, which brings your focus back on the healthiness of food.

Recent studies and theorizing about obesity emphasize the role of the so-called ‘toxic environment’ in which we live (Hill & Peters, 1998; Wadden, Brownell, & Foster, 2002). “Our genes have not changed substantially during the past two decades. The culprit is an environment which promotes behaviors that cause obesity” (Hill & Peters, 1998, p. 1371). On the other hand, beauty and being slim is considered very important in our society in which obesity is stigmatized (Puhl & Brownell, 2003; Teachman & Brownell, 2001). Obese people do realize that, as they more frequently report weight-control behaviors (Neumark-Sztainer et al., 2000). However, the palatability of food may be too salient in the environment, and the health aspects might be emphasized too little. Concluding, our toxic environment with many reminders of palatable foods, combined with studies suggesting that obese people and restrained eaters may be more impulsive (Chalmers, Bowyer, & Olenick, 1990; Nederkoorn, Braet, Van Eijs, & Jansen, 2004; Nederkoorn, Van Eijs, & Jansen, 2004) might contribute to an explanation of the sudden rise in obesity.
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Appendix

High-fat palatable foods: chocola (chocolate), chips (chips), friet (fries), croissant (croissant), pizza (pizza), roomijs (ice cream).

High-fat unpalatable foods: haring (herring), speklap (slice of bacon), pate (pate), boter (butter), pindakaas (peanutbutter), walnoten (walnuts).

Low-fat palatable foods: aardbeien (strawberries), druiven (grapes), meloen (melon), kip (chicken), popcorn (popcorn), drop (liquorice).

Low-fat unpalatable foods: spruiten (Brussels sprouts), witlof (chicory), zuurkool (sauerkraut), andijvie (endive), radijs (radish), kabeljauw (cod).

Positive targets: vrede (peace), trouw (loyalty), zomer (summer), knuffel (hug), romantiek (romance), zonneschijn (sunshine), humor (humour), lente (spring), geschenk (gift), verrassing (surprise), cadeau (gift), baby (baby), feest (party), schoonheid (beauty), geboorte (birth), bruid (bride), bloesem (blossom), verjaardag (birthday), regenboog (rainbow), vlinder (butterfly), wens (wish), hemel (heaven), boeket (bouquet), melodie (melody).

Negative targets: oorlog (war), haat (hatred), ongeluk (accident), drugs (drugs), werkloosheid (unemployment), ongeval (accident), pijn (pain), dood (dead), scheiding (divorce), puist (pimple), zorgen (worries), roddel (gossip), belediging (insult), verdriet (grief), afval (garbage), schade (damage), angst (fear), schuld (guilt), vrees (fear), examens (exams), gebrek (defect), paniek (panic), vuilnis (garbage), mug (mosquito).
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